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Abstract— In our daily life we can see that people spent more
time for detect an object from a large video. Existing system is
image text surgery, to synthesize pseudo image-sentence pairs. We
propose an application for image to text surgery, image retrieval
from video to text. Our model is trained on video sentence pairs
and learns to associate a sequence of video frames to sequence of
words in order to generate a description of the event in the video
clip. To perform search current video search engine mostly rely
on user provided text Meta data. In this technique task can be split
in two main faces: feature extraction and search. The main goal of
feature extraction is to extract discriminative feature
representation. As the extracted feature representation are not
text based, traditional text retrieval technique are not directly
applicable and new search technique needs to be developed.
Keywords— Content based retrieval, image retrieval, image
similarity, video retrieval, videos.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Content-based video retrieval is very interesting point where it
can be used in our daily life. Video retrieval is regarded as one
of the most important in multimedia research. we can see that
people spend more time for detecting an object from a large
video. Existing system image-text surgery to synthesise pseudo
image-sentence pairs. In our proposed system we can retrieve
a frame from a video based on the content. A particular
situation is given as a input then we get the corresponding video
part. The main contribution of this technique is that it is more
helpful to search for a missing person.
This website helps to solve the video content searching
issues and gives safety and comfortability in an easy to use
interface.
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II. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Now a days people spend more time for detecting an object
from a large video. Existing system image-text surgery to
synthesise pseudo image-sentence pairs. In our proposed
system we can retrieve a frame from a video. A particular
situation is given as a input then we get the corresponding video
part. The main contribution of this technique is that it is more
helpful to search for a missing person.
III.

OBJECTIVE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

This proposal is aimed at the development of a website, the
system through which we can solve the issues in efficient video
searching. This system is an efficient and effective tool for the
forensic department. It reduces the time consumption by
retrieving a frame from a video instead of searching the entire
lengthy video. The main functions of the proposed system
would include:
• Providing various video searching options
• Website login authentication is available
• User can upload Lengthy videos
• User can input the Text, image or Face
• System analyses the input and retrieves a frame as
the result.
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
A client-server application is a distributed system consisting of
both client and server software. The client process initiates a
connection to the server, while the server process always waits
for request from any client, when both client and server
processes are running on the same computer.
The major components of the architecture are: feature
extraction module, object classification module.(see ‘Fig. 1’)
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SYSTEM WORKING

VI.
SIGNIFICANCE
Detecting an object from a lengthy video is a time taking
process. Currently there is no efficient method to search the
contents of a video without playing it. Here we introduce a new
Content based image retrieval method to solve this problem.
The main advantages of this system is that it reduce time
consumption. In this method we can easily detect an object
from a lengthy video by searching and retrieve the particular
frame.
VII.
CONCLUSION
The content based image retrieval system is used to retrieve a
frame from a video instead of searching a lengthy video. A
particular situation is given as an input then we get the
corresponding video part. It is an efficient and effective tool for
forensic department, also it reduces the time consumption for
searching the contents inside the video.

A. Working Mechanism

Fig 1

The user has to first sign up into the website which registers the
user onto the central database and thereafter user can log onto
the website and upload desired videos for searching. .The
system captures digital, individual frames from a digital video
stream. Then the image is pre-processed for removing
unwanted or noisy frames. Segmentation is done for
segmenting the processed image. Segmented images are then
given to Feature extraction module, is used to extract the
features of the segmented image. Extracted features are given
to the object classification module. After the classification the
classified object are obtained.
Object recognition is done by using Yolo (you only live once)
neural network. Object detection is one of the classical problem
in computer vision where you work to recognize what and
where specifically what object are inside a given image and
also where they are in the image. Yolo is the clever
convolutional neural network (CNN) for doing object detection
in real time. The algorithm applies a single neural networks to
the full image, and then divides image into regions and predict
bounding boxes and probabilities for each region.

Fig 2

VIII.

Furthermore, we could extend the system and improve
accuracy and speed of image retrieval using modern
technologies.
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B. Functionality of the modules
1) website for Users:
a) Sign In and Sign Up: The user can Sign In and Sign
up into the website and the authorization is managed by the
admin.
b) Upload and Search: The user can upload the videos
and search the content inside it in the website.
2) Admin module
a) Sign In: The admin can log onto the website.
b) Managing the Users: The users can sign into the website
and upload videos. Admin has the option to block and
unblock users.
c) Video details: Details of uploaded videos can be
managed by the admin
3). Setup Representation
A typical representation or the diagram of the system can be
seen in fig. 2
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